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My invention relates to refrigeration and more 
particularly to the production of refrigeration in 
volving intermittent Operating apparatus and has 
for its princlpal object to e?iciently utilize a 

5 source of periodic low temperature. l 
A more speci?c object of my invention is to in 

c'rcase the efñciency of absorption refrigerating 
apparatus of the intermittent type applied to the 
production of regrlgerating temperatures of not 

10 extremely low value. Another object is to pro 
duce substantially continuous refrigeration from 
an intermittent cooling source without resorting 
to a plurality of machines or devices of like type 
or a plurality of heat sources. _ " 

15 In accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the invention, a dišcontinuous source of cold, par 
ticularly of low temperature, is utilized to produce 
substantially continuous refrigeration. advan 
tageously by means of a plurality of vaporiza 

20 tion-condensation members. A low temperature 
` source condenses refrigerant and causes with 

drawal thereof from an absorbent and the heat 
for expelling the refrigerant from the absorbent 
is withdrawn from the body to be cooled. This 

25 heat is withdrawn at higher temperature than 
that of?the low temperature cooling source and ' 
can cause a cooling of the body to be cooled, so 
that, by also withdrawing heat from the body to be 
cooled by evaporation of the condensed refrig 

30 erant, I can obtain cooling both while refriger 
ant is condensed and while lt is absorbed. 
Furthermore, since the heat of condensation 

(latent heat of vaporization) is withdrawn dur 
3 ing the condensation period, together with the 

densation is also wlthdrawn during the absorption 
period, and since the heat of condensation at 
the higher temperature of withdrawal from the 
body to be cooled is substantially the same as at 

40 the lower temperature of the intermittent low 
temperature cooling source, I obtain twice the 
take-up of heat (production of cold) that is rep 
resented by the action of the low temperature 

_ cooler. Th-us my invention is capable of doubling 
the efñciency of an intermittent cooling source or 
system. , 

The nature and advantages of my invention will 
be apparent from the following description con 
sidered in connection with the accompanying 

" drawings forming a part of this speci?cation, 
and of which: i 

Fig. 1 is a more or less diagrammatic view of 
an apparatus embodying the invention, including 
an intermittent absorption system for producing 
the low temperature cooling source; and 

heat of absorption, and since the heat of con-` 

(CI. 62-118) 

Figs. 2 and 3 show other embodiments of the 
invention. 

Referring to Fig. 1, ID designates the evaporator 
of an intermittent absorption refrigeration sys 
tem which may be, for example, of the kind dis- 5 
closed in my copending application, Serial No. 
'701,123, ?led Dec. 6, 1933. The evaporator III ls 
an intermitt?nt source of cold of low temperature 
and is but one such source usable with the present 
invention. Other examples of cooling source are 10 
the evaporator of a compression type refrigerat 
ing system and solidi?ed carbon dioxide (dry-ice). 

In order to better understand the invention, I 
will ?rst describe the intermittent system includ 
ing evaporator ?o, though this system enters into 15 
the present invention only to give an example of 
a low temperature source and a system which can 
~be made more eff?cient by the present invention. 

The initial system includes an absorption liquid 
reservoir Il exposed to the cooling e?ect 'of at- 20 
mospheric air. This rescrvoir is ?lled with a so 
lution of refrigerant in absorbent, whichmay be 
ammonia dissolved in water as absorption llquid. 
To one side of the reservoir ll is a generator l2 
which may be heated by any suitable source, as 25 
a gas flame o?' an electric heater. Assume that 
the ?ue !3 extending through the generator is 
suitably heated during refrigerant expulsion pe 
riods. Conduits !4, !5 and !6 connect the lower 
part of generator |2 with the lower part of vessel 30 
H. A conduit I 'I connects the upper part of 
vessel ll with a thermo-syphon coil !8 disposed 
to receive heat as by being wound around fiue !3 
in contact therewith. The upper part of coil ?s 
is connected to the upper part of the generator 35 
by means of a conduit !9. The upper part of 
the generator is connected by means of a conduit 
20 with the ̀ upper part of vessel 2 I, the lower part 
of which is, in turn, connected by a trap con 
duit 22 with a lower vessel 23. A conduit 24 
connects the upper part of vessel 23 with the 
top part of a condenser 25 which may be ex 
posed to the cooling influence of surrounding air. 
The condenser as well as the absorber-reservoir 
may be provided with cooling ?ns as indicated on 
the drawings. Water cooling may be used instead' 
of air cooling. The lower part of the condenser 
25 is connected by means of vertical pipe 26 
with the upper part of a second condenser 21 
which is Situated above evaporator ll) and which 
is connectedvto a dome 28 of the evaporator ?u. 
Extending upwardly within vessel 23 is a. con 

duit 29 which is connected to a conduit 30. Con 
duit 30 connects conduit !5 with the upper part r 
of a Volume variation vessel 3I. Conduits l5 and " 
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2 
I'I pass in heat exchange relation as shown at 
32. A conduit 33 extends between reservoir ll 
and Volume variation vessel 3l. A conduit 34 
connects the upper part of the Volume variation 
vessel 3| with the conduit 20. A drain conduit 
35 is connected at the top to condenser 21 and 
at the bottom to the absorber-reservoir ll or 
other part of the absorption liquid part of the 
system. connected to conduit 35 is a U-tube 36 
which opens within a conduit 31 closed at the top 
and communicating at the_ bottom with a low 
liquid containing part or header 38 of the evapo 
rator, |0. The upper part of the evaporator 
which may be designated as 39 is connected to 
the lower header 38 by means of. two vertical pipes 
40› and 4l. ` 

suitable controlling mechanism may be pro 
vided to control the operation› of this Initial or 
primary system. The control of such a system 
is described in my aforesaid application Serial 
No. 701,123, and inasmuch as the system in gen 
eral is there described and inasmuch as the pres 
ent invention does not depend on what kind of 
a system is used for the obtaining of the inter 
mittent low temperature cooling source, I will 
merely briefly describe the process of operation 
and if a more detailed consideration is desirable, 
reference may be had to my aforesaid copending 
application. The system operates with 'alternate 
periods of absorption and expulsion. During the 
expulsion period heat is supplied to the genera 
tor I 2 and the thermo-syphon coil !8. By this 
means a circulation is set up between generator 
|2 and the reservoir ll. Strong absorption liquid 
?ows from vessel ll through conduit l'l and into 
the thermo-syphon coil !8, where refrigerant 
vapor is expelled from solution and produces a 
lifting effect on the liquid. The vapor and liquid 
passes upwardly into the generator IZ. It Will 
be understood that the coil |8 is a part of the 
generator or the member |2 may be considered 
as a separating vessel and may even be unheated 
if su?icient heat is applied toicoil |8. In the 
generator |2 !further vapor is driven from solu 
tion due to heating the same and the Weak solu 
tion ?ows downwardly therein and passes through 
conduits l4, |5 and |6 to the vessel ll. The 
vessel Il is ?lled with liquid and the Weak liquid 
is admitted at the bottom and the strong liquid 
withdrawn from the top so that there is a pro 
gressive rise of quantity of weak liquid upwardly 
in vessel ll. - 

Vapor expelled in the coil |8 and vessel |2 
passes through conduit 20, through conduits 22 
and 24 and into_ condenser 25 where most of it 
is lique?ed. Liquid is contained within the ves-. 
sei 3| and this vessel may be insulated or some 
what heated- and provides a› stagnant layer of 
liquid over the main body of absorption liquid 
so that a pool of eoncentrated solution is formed 
in communication with the generator through 
conduit .34 during the expulsion periods which 
prevents substantial absorption of refrigerant 
vapor.~ No ?ow takes place through conduit 30 
at this time. The liquid condensed in condenser 

_ 25 with some gas is forced, due to the pressure 
in the hot part of the system, through pipe 26 
into the condenser 21 where any remaining 
vapor is condensed and the liquid falls down 
'into the evaporator |0 and accumulates there. 
When the evaporator has ?lled up to a certain 
level, which level should be within the dome 
20, liquid over?ows through the drain bend 36 
and into the liquid portion of the system. The 

drain arrangement 35-31 automatically takes 
out absorption liquid from the evaporator and 
the system may be controlled by the over?ow of 
pure ammonia as described in my aforesaid co 
pending application. Some impulse is utilized to 
shut off the heat and thereupon the- generator 
cools. Cooling of the generator causes liquid 
to be drawn up into. the seal or trap conduit 22. 
The rate of absorption due to this cooling may 
be enhanced by separate pools of absorption liq 
uid or by other means. The lower pressure in 
the generator relative to the evaporator causes 
liquid to be lowered in tube 20 until gas can 
enter tube 30 through conduit 29. This sets up 
a, circulation of liquid upwardly in conduit 30 
due to the entrance of gas thereinto from the 
conduit 29 and,consequently from the evapora 
tor, downwardly through vessels 3| and l I and 
through conduits IS and |5 back to conduit 30. 
The absorption period is now under way and the 
refrigerant in evaporator I0 is evaporated and 
takes up jheat, thus producing cold. The ab 
sorption period continues until some impulse 
changes the regulation so that the heating is 
again started. This may, for instance, be a rise 
of temperature of evaporator !0. - 
An intermittent system of this type can be 

operated to give very low evaporator tempera 
ture, for example, -20° F. During the heating 
period, the temperature of evaporator |0, at least - 
_the upper part thereof, will rise to the tempera 
ture of condensation in condenser 21. Thus we 
have a source of cold which intermittently op 
erates between for example 90° F. and -20° F., 
and the present invention aims to solve the prob 
lem of obtaining continuous refrigeration from 
this source at an intermediate temperature and 
with greater e?iciency than the e?iciency of the 
apparatus which varies the temperature of the 
evaporator |0. ' 

Coming now to the present invention, a conduit 
!00 extends through the header 30 of the evapo 
?'ator | 0. This conduit is connected at its bot 
tom end to the upper part of an evaporator |0| 
Situated within or in heat exchange relation with 
a space !02 to be cooled. This space will be re 
ferred to as the body to be cooled, but it will 
be understood that the invention is_ not limited 
to any particular body to be cooled whether it be 
stagnant air or ?owing air or a solid body. The 
body to be cooled is surrounded with insulation 
|03 which also surrounds the greater part of the 
evaporator |0 and certain other apparatus' pres 
ently to be described. The upper part of con 
du?'t !00 is connected to a vessel |04 which I 
will term a generator or generator-absorber. This 
vessel contains a solid absorbent I 05 suitably 
disposed in a, retaining structure as is known in 
the art. The solid absorbent may be prepared 
calcium chloride or other dry absorbent as is 
known. Generator |04 and evaporator |0| and 
conduit !00 form an intermittent absorption sys 
tem which is separate from and in heat exchange 
relation with the intermittent system previously 
described. The conduit I 00 is the condenser of 
the system |0|-|00-|04. This system I will 
designate as system A and the previously de 
scribed or initial system I will designate as sys 
tem B. It will be seen that the condenser of 
system A is in heat exchange relation with the 
evaporator of system B. The generator !04 of 
system A is also imbedded in the insulation !03. 
The systems A and B are each hermetically 
sealed and are non-communicating. 
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A vaporizatlon-condensation member !00 which 

is hermetically sealed and which is partia?ly ?lled 
with a volatile liquid such as, for example, am 
monia, propane, or methyl chloride, has its vapor 
space !01 in heat exchange relation with the-gen 
erator !04, and its liquid space !00 in heat ex 
change relation with the body to be cooled. 
Another vaporizatíon-condensation member !09, 
likewise hermetically sealed and partially ?lled 
with a volatile liquid such as that in member 
!05, has its liquid space !!0 in heat exchange 
relation with generator !04 and its vapor space 
!!I exposed to the cooling of the atmosphere or 
other cooling source. The liquid level in the 
member !00 should be within the insulation as 
dísclosed. i 

The combined operation of systems A and B 
or what may be termed the entire system is as 
follows: 
Assume that liquid refrigerant, for example, 

ammonia, has been ?lled into the evaporator !0! 
to the level K. Assume that there is relatively 
little refrigerant absorbed in the solid absorbent 
in generator !04. Assume that a heating period 
is starting in system B and that there is liquid in 
evaporator !0 to the low level M. As heating 
continues in system B refrigerant is driven from 
solution and condenses in condensers 25› and 21 
and ?ows into evaporator !0. Although this 
heats up the evaporator !0, it has but small effect 
on system A since the liquid in header 38 is 
stagnant. In 'the meanwhile the solid absorbent 
in the generator !04, which is now acting as an 
absorber, absorbs refrigerant and lowers the pres 
sure, wherefore the pressure is reduced by com 
munication through pipe !00 on the level of pure 
liquid refrigerant in evaporator I 0! . This reduc 
tion of pressure in evaporator !0I causes evapo 
ration. This evaporation results in withdrawal 
of heat from the body to be cooled !02. The 
heat of condensation an-d absorption given off 
in the generator-absorber !04 heats the. liquid 
in the space !!0 of the upper vaporization-con 
densation member !09 and this liquid boils or 
evaporates and the vapor passes upwardly into 
the condenser I!! of member !09. The atmos 
phere cools the condenser I ! ! and the condensate 
?ows back down into the liquid space ! !0 to be 
again vaporized. It will be seen that, during this 
time while the evaporato?' !0 is ?lling with con 
densate, system A is operating like an ordinary 
simple intermittent absorption apparatus and 
producing refrigeration by vaporizing refrigerant 
in the evaporator and rejecting heat of absorp 
tion from the generator-absorber to a natural 
cooling source such as the atmosphere. This 
continues until evaporator !0 is ?lled with liquid 
or possibly not so soon if all the liquid refrigerant 
or substantially all is vaporized out of the evapo 
rator !!Jl, in which case this evaporator becomes 
ine?ective for the remainder of this period' while 
'the evaporator !0 is ?lling up to the over?ow 
point as at level P or to such level as is deter 
mined by the control when the heating period of 
system B is stopped. Some eontrolling impulse 
will sooner or later terminate the accumulation 

? of liquid refrigerant in evaporator !0 and! stop 

-4 

the heating of coil !8 and generator !2 of sys 
temB. 
Now the absorption period of system B will be 

gin. The pressure is quickly lowered in this sys 
tem for reasons previously explained and as out 
lined more in detail in my copending application 
above referred to, and the evaporator !0 will very 
soon pull down to a low temperature which may 

3 
be as low as -10° or -20° F. or even lower. The 
temperature of the evaporator !0 is reduced due 
to the vaporization of the liquid refrigerant and 
heat is drawn up into this liquid. Inasmuch as 
there will be ebullition throughout the liquid space 
of the evaporator !0, this cold temperature will 
be immediately communicated down to the con 
duit !00 and thus the system A is provided with 
a condenser Operating› at, for example, -20° F. 
This cold applied to system A will cause con 

densation of refrigerant therein. The ammonia 
or other refrigerant in the system willcondense 
in the conduit !00 and ?ow down into the evapo 
rator. This will not heat the body to “be cooled 
because of the low temperature prevailing. It 
will instead produce some cooling of the body to 
be cooled by the in?ow of the very cold condensed 
refrigerant into evaporator !0! and vaporization 
therein due to the condensation. In_this connec 
tion, it is preferable to partially or wholly insu 
late the evaporator !0! so that it can pull down 
to the same temperature as condenser !00 so 
that it cannot act as a substantial source of va 
por for condenser !00. Evaporator' !0I is well 
suited to be insulated and constitute an ice freez- » 
ing chamber for a refrigerator cabinet. The cold' 
temperature produced in the condenser !00 and 
the_ evaporator !0l causes a decrease of pressure 
which, consider-ing the relatively high tempera 
ture of the generator !04, causes refrigerant to be . 
expelled from the absorbent therein, and thus we 
are now on a heating period of the system A. 
However, this heating period differs from the 
ordinary intermittent apparatus in that the heat 
supplied for the expulsion of the ref?'igerant from 
the absorbent is withd?'awn from the body to be 
cooled through the member !06. This is possible 
due to the fact that the condenser !00 is at so low 
a temperature. Suppose, for example, that the 
condenser !00 has a temperature of ~20° F. 
The generator !04 can then operate at a tem 
perature of, for example, 32° F. It can expel the 
refrigerant at this temperature and consequently 

40 

any higher temperature body can supply the ' 
necessary heat to take care of the heat of vapori 
zation and the heat of absorption. Inasmuch as 
the body to be cooled is at,_ for example, 40° F., 
which is even a low temperature for the food 
space of an ordinary refrigerator, the body to be 
cooled can supply the heat necessary for the op 
eration of the generator !04 in expelling the re 
lrigerant from absorbent. 
The temperature of the generator !04 is at this 

time lower than the temperature of the con 
denser I!! and therefore there will be no heat 
transfer through the member !09 and the liquid 
therein will be stagnant. This period which is 
the expulsion period of .system A and the ab 
sorption period of system B will continue sub 
stantially until the control of system B turns on 
the heat again. Also in this case the eifective 
take-up of heat in the system A. may not be 
coincident with the time of the evaporation in 
system B, this of course depending upon the 
design of the apparatus. The system A should 
be so dimensioned that its periods are substan 
tially coextensive with the periods of system B. 
This is generally merely a question of making 
the generator !04 large enough With reference 
to the volumetric content of evaporator !0. 
?Asi above indicated, the evaporator lolshould 

preferably not take up heat during the expul 
sion period of system A in order that the con 
densation will draw refrigerant from the gen 
erator !04; whereas it should take up heat dur 
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4 
ing the absorption period of system A so that 
the refrigerant can return to the absorbent. If 
desired, this action can be carried ,out mechani 
cally by placing evaporator lul in an insulated 
passage or ?ue having one or more openings for 
air clrculation controlled by' a damper or vanes 
automatically opened and shut due to tempera 
ture in evaporator ?n; low temperature shutting 
off air ?ow and isolating evaporator I 02, and 
high temperature opening the passage to allow 
air ?ow to supply heat to evaporator m. 
Thus it will be understood that, during the 

heating period of system B, refrigeration is pro 
duced in the body to be cooled ?oz by evapora-' 
tion of refriger-ant in evaporator IOI. During 
this period, an amount of refrigeratioh is taken 
up substantially corresponding to the heat` of 
condensation of the refrigerant in "evaporator 
IM. By heat of condensation I mean what is 
otherwise termed latent heat of vaporiz-ation. 
During the absorption period of system B, the 
retrigerant is driven off from the generator-ab 
sorber 105 and takes up heat from the body to 
be cooled which heat is also substantially?equal 
to the heat of condensation (latent heat of va 
porization) of the refrigerant to which is added 
the heat necessary for expelling from absorbent 
in addition to the heat of condensation which is 
usually known as the solution heat. Thus, while 
the rerrigerant in system B has one cycle in 
cluding one withdrawal of heat of condensation, 
the refrigerant in system A takes up the heat of 
condensation twice, and a little more, from the a 
body to be cooled. The heat of condensation is 

› substanially the same at the higher tempera 
ture of operation" of generator !04 as the heat 
of condensation of refrigerant at the lower tem 
perature in evaporator ?n during the absorption ' 
period. Thus, by taking_ out the heat at the 
higher temperature, I am able to obtain substan 
tially twice?the refrigerating e?eet that is pro_ 
duced by the system B per se. 
.The temperature produced in the body to be. 

cooled |02 can be automatically regulated by 
applying a regulating val-ve or switch or the like 
controlling the supply of heat to generator l2 re-' 
sponsive to temperature of the body to be cooled, 
and Operating to decrease the supply of heat on 
drop in temperature. This will delay the start 
ing or lengthen the time of the heating period 
of system B. 

Fig. 2 shows another embodiment of the inven 
tion. Like reference characters designate cor 
responding parts. Within the evaporator ?o is a 
condenser coil ?ooa forming a part of the 
system A. The condenser ?ooa opens in the 
bottom of a receiver-HS which is in heat ex 
change relation with and built around the lower 
part of evaporator ?n. The upper end of con 
denser conduit ?ooa communic-ates with an evap 
orator vessel lula. Evaporator vessel lola com 
municates through conduit ?oob with a generator 
IM containing solid absorbent. The member 
!09 is essentially the same as 'the correspond 
ingly marked member in Fig. 1 and includes a 
liquid space HO and a condensing space III, the 
liquid space being within or in heat exchange 
relation with generator IM and the condenser 
space ||| being exposed to the atmosphere or 
other natural source of cooling. The member !06 
has a gas space !01 within or in heat exchange 
relation with generator IM and the lower part 
is arranged so that it has a gas space HG built 
around and in heat exchange relation with evap 
orator lola. This system has a single ultimate 

2,o44,951 
evaporator ill which may include tubes or sheet 
metal structure connected to the member form 
-ing space I IS so that the level of liquid is prefer 
ably as shown, though it may be higher or lower. 
The evaporator Ill may be of any form depend 
ing upon the substance to be cooled. For ex 
ample, for conditioning flowing air it may be 
merely a ?anged pipe or series of lpipes. 
In the operation of this system, assume that 

system B is Operating with an absorption period. 
The condenser l olla is cooled to a low temperature 
and causes condensation of refrigerant in system 

` A. This condensation results in accumulation of 
liquid refrigerant within receiver Il5 and a re 
duction in pressure in system A so that refrig 
erant is expelled from absorbent in generator IM. 
The generator acts as a condensing medium for 
the member !08 as in the previous case and con 
densation takes place in space l 01 resulting in 
evaporation of liquid refrigerant in member lll. 
Thus heat is withdrawn from the body to be 
cooled during the period which is the absorption 
period for system B and which is the generation 
period for system A. 

'At the end of this period, the evaporator ?n 
has been substantially deprived of liquid content, 
and liquid ammonia is supplied thereto. The 
heat applied to evaporator ?o causes a rise of 
pressure in receiver I 15 due to rise of temperature 
and gas is evolved in receiver ll5 which forces 
or presses the liquid from receiver ||5 through 
tube ?ooa and into evaporator lola so that the 
latter becomesafilled to, for example, the level 

20 

K. The liquid is forced out of vessel |l5 from, ` 
for example, the level Q to the level R. When 
this liquid has been pressed out of receiver l |5 
and into evaporator. lola the heat contained in 
evaporator ?o has substantialy no e?ect on the 

‹ refrigerant since vessels ?o and lula are separate 
and spaced within insulation !03. The small 
amount of heat conducted through conduit Iona 
is insignifigapt. The temperature of evaporator 

40 

lola can now rise or is already at a relatively 
high value wherefore evaporation takes place in 
this vessel and the evaporated refrigerant is ab 
sorbed in the absorbent !05 in generator IM. 
Evaporator lola now acts as a condensing medium 
for the evaporator ill due to the cold produced 
by the evaporation and liquid is boiled oli or 
evaporated' in member Il'l and passes upwardly 
and is condensed on the outside of vessel lola 
and the condensate falls downwardly within 
space IIG and back into evaporator ll'l to be re 
evaporated. For this period which is the absorp 
tion period of system A the heat of absorption 
(including the heat of condensation) is given 
oil* by means oi' the vaporization-condensation 
member !09 as explained in connection with the 
previous embodiment. 
The difference between Fig. 2 and Fig. l may be 

brie?y summarized bystating that the condenser 
of system A in Fig. 2 is isolated from the evapora 
tor of system A so that during the absorption 
period of system B the condensation in the con 
denser of system A cannot act as a heat with 
drawing means for the body to be cooled which 
is connected to two condensing spaces one of 
which is in heat exchange relation with the gen 
erator-absorber of system A and the other oi' 
which is in heat exchange relation with the 
evaporator of system A. 
The apparatus shown in Fig. 3 is similar to the 

apparatus shown in Fig. 2 but di?ers in the fol 
lowing respects: The evaporator Ill is altered 
to one serving merely to cool at high tempera 
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ture. For low temperature cooling a separate 
evaporator !20 is provided which may be made 
as a sheet metal box structure having an upper 
header l2| and a lower header |22 and provided 
with shelves through which the refrigerant may 
circulate and which are adapted to hold ice trays. 
Evaporator |2? is imbedded in the insulation 
!03 and is provided with a suitable door opening. 
The upper header |2I is connected by means of 
a conduit !23 with the lower part of evaporator 
ID. The drain arrangement 36-31`is connected 
to the lower header !22. ;The evapo?'ator Hl'a 
operates in the manner described in connection 
with Fig. 2. The evaporator |20 is intermit 
tently cooled to the low temperature of evapora 
tor ID and thereiore is suitable for the produc 
tion of ice, which does not involve continuous 

' heat supply in large quantity. During the heat 
ing period of system B, evaporator !20 is not sub 
stantially heated because of the stagnant con 
dition of the liquid contained therein. 

It will be understood that the invention is not` 
limited to an intermittent absorption apparatus. 
as the low temperature cooling source but that the 
low temperature cooling source may be of many 
Varieties as for example, solidi?ed carbon dioxidc 
inserted periodically in a container in heat ex 
change relation with the condenser mn of Fig, 1; 
or a compression refrigerating machine may pro 
vide the low temperature source by starting and 
stopping the same at suitable time intervals. It 
is also not necessary that a dry absorbent be used 
although I prefer this in order that the appara 
tus shall be more effective and simple _in construe 
tion. If a liquid absorbent is used in system A 
it is necessary to provide some means for drain 
ing absorption liquid from the evaporator to the 
generator as is necessary or advantageous with 
system B. such drainage devices are known per 
se and need not be further outlined. 

Instead of ammoniaand water in system B, 
a different refrigerant, as, for example, methyll 
amine. may be used and a different solvent, as, for 
example, ethylene glycol, may be used. 

It will be understood that the generator-ab 
sorber IM may be Situated independently of the 
other parts. . 

In the system shown in Fig. 2, the entire system 
B and condenser ?uoa may constitute a self-con 
tained unit and be Situated at a low level Where 
as the rest of system A may be at a much higher 
level. Also two separate ultimate evaporators 
may be used in Fig. 2 in diñerent cabinets remote 
from system B. 

It will be clear that a great variety of de 
partures may be made from the dísclosure with 
out departir?g from the spirit or scope of the in 
Vention. 

I claim: 
1. A converter for transforming periodic re 

i'rigeration into substantially continuous refrig 
eration comprising an intermittent absorption 
system including a condenser adapted to be sub-Ë 
jeeted to the periodic refrigeration, an` evapo 
rator and a generator-absorber, and single uni 
directional means to conduct heat to both said 
evaporator and said generator-absorber from a 
body to be cooled. 

2. A refrigeration system including an evap-› 
orator, a generator-absorber connected to said 
evaporator, a condenser connected to said evap 
orator, means for intermittently cooling said 
condenser, and single unidirectional heat trans 
fer means for eonducting heat from the body 
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to be cooled to both the evaporator and the gen 
erator-absorber. ' 

3. A refrigeration system including an evap 
orator, a generator-absorber connected to said 
evaporator, a condenser, means to intermittently 
cool said condenser, single means employing- va 
porization and condensation of a ?uid for con 
ducting heat from the body to be cooled to both 
the evaporator and the generator-absorber, and 

` means employing vaporization and condensation 
of a ?uid for eonducting heat from the gener 
ator-absorber to a cooling source. i 

4. Refrigcration apparatus including an evap 
orator in heat exchage relation with a body to 
be cooled, an intermittent-absorption system in 
cluding an' evaporator, a condenser, and a gen 
erator-absorher. means for intermittently cool 
ing said condenser, a second condenser for ?uid 
in the ?rst-mentioncd evaporator in heat ex 
change relation with said generator-absorber, 
and a third condenser for ?uid in the ?rst-men 
tioned evaporator in heat exchange relation with 
the second mentioned evaporator. 

Refrigcration apparatus comprising a ?rst 
evaporator, a second evaporator, a third evap 
orator, a` condenser in heat exchange relation 
'With said ?rst evaporator and eommunicating 
with said second evaporator, a second condenser 
iin heat exchange relation with said second evap 
orator and communicatin'g With said third evap 
orator, a generator-absorber_ communicating 
with said second evaporator, and a third con 
denser in heat exchange relation with said gen 
erator-absorber and also communicating with 
said third evaporator for withdrawing heat from 
abody to be cooled. 

6. Refrigeration apparatus comprising a ?rst 
evaporator, a second evaporator, a third evap 
orator, a condenser in heat exchange relation 
With said ?rst evaporator and communieating 
with said second evaporator, a condenser in 
heat exchange relation with said second evap 
orator and communicating with said third evap 
orator, 'a generator-absorber communicating 
With said second evaporator, and a condenser 
communicating with said third evaporator and 
in heat exchange relation with said generator 
absorber. 
` '7. A method of refrigeration which includes 
alternately expelling and absorbing refrigerant 
?uid vapor with respect to an absorbent there 
for, condensing the expelled refrigerant to liq 
uid at a temperature below that at which said 
expulsion takes place, withdrawing heat in a sin 
gle thermal path from a body to be cooled, and 
transferring the Withdrawn heat to said refrig 
erant to cause said expulsion thereof from the 
absorbent and alternately to cause evaporation 

› thereof. 

8. A method of refrigeration which includes 
removing heat from a body to be 'cooled by va 
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porization of liquid, and causing condensation - 
of'the resulting vapor by intermittent heat trans 
fer to?cause expulsion of refrigerant vapor from 
an absorbent and alternate heat transfer to cause 
evaporation of refrigerant liquid, and forming 
said refrigerant liquid by inter?nittent condensa 
tion of said expelled refrigerant vapor. 

9. In a refrigerator having a thermally in 
sulated compartment, refrigeration apparatus 
including an intermittent cooling element, an 
evaporator, a generator-absorber connected to 
said evaporator, a condenser in thermal trans 
fer relation with said cooling element and con 
nected to said evaporator, a second condenser 
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6 
having a portion in thermal 'exchange relation 
with said evaporator and another portion in 
thermal exchange relation with said generator 
absorber, and a second evaporator in said insu 
lated compartment› and connected to said sec 
ond condenser, said first condenser being con 
structed and arranged to intermittently receive 
vapor from and alternately deliver liquid to said 
?rst evaporator responsíve respectively to de 
crease and increase in temperature of said in 
termittent cooling element, and all of said re 
frigeration apparatus parts being thermally in 
sulated against loss or interchange of heat ex 
cept as stated. ? A 

10. In combination with an intermittent cool 
ing element, a converter for producing substan 
tially continuous refrigeration comprising an in_ 
termittent absorption refrigeration system in 
cluding a generator-absorber and an evaporator, 
means to conduct heat from a body to be cooled 
to both said evaporator and said generator-ab 
sorber, and a condenser in said system and in 
thermal exchange relation with said inter-mit 
tent cooling element, said condenser being con 
structed and arranged to intermittently receive 
vapor from said generator-absorber and alter 
nately deliver liquid to said evaporator by vapor 
lift action responsive respectively to decrease and 
increase in temperature of said'intermittent ele 
ment. 

11. Riefrigeration apparatus including a va 
porization-condensation member having a plu 
rality of condensation portions, an intermittent 
absorption refrigeration system having a gen 
erator`~absorber in thermal exchange relation 
with one of said portions and an evaporator in 
thei-mal exchange relation with another of said 
portions, an intermittent low temperature cool 

› ing element, and a condenser in said intermit 
tent system arranged to be intermittently cooled 
by said element.~ . 

12. In a refrigerator, an absorption refrigera 
tion system having altemate generating and ab 
sorption periods and including an evaporator. 
a condenser, and a. generator and absorber, an 
auxiliary system including a second generator 
absorber, a second condenser, and a second evap 
orator, said second condenser being arranged to 
be cooled by said first evaporator during the ab 
sorption period of said absorption refrigeration 
system, means to cool- said second generator 
absorber only during the generating period of 
said absorption refrigeration system, and means 
to conduct heat to both said second evaporator 
and said second generator-absorber whereby 
cooling of said refrigerator occurs continuously 
during both generating and absorption periods 
of said absorption refrigeration system. 

CARL_ GEQRG MUNTERS. 
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